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You’re on a roll, talking up a storm with everyone you meet. Your enthusiasm is
stimulated by your lofty visions of the future as the fiery Sagittarius Moon inspires
you to aim for the stars. Unfortunately, you could easily overextend your reach, lose
your balance and fall off your unicorn. It’s not easy to gain mastery of your own
energy when you’re so passionate about life, but it’s certainly worth the effort. It’s
amazing what magic you can create with a little fairy dust and the right attitude.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your future seems too uncertain for your liking, and you’re willing to take drastic
measures to put your life back on stable ground. You may attempt to plan your day
in great detail because you prefer to know exactly where you are going.
Unfortunately, the lines on the map keep shifting today, making it impossible to
determine a reliable route. Thankfully, the current ambiguity won’t last long;
explore all the alternatives you can imagine while you have the chance. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Someone’s larger-than-life drama could give you a colossal headache now.
Normally it’s you that’s bouncing off walls, but today the restlessness of others
keeps pulling you off center. You really don’t want to be a buzzkill and spoil every-
one’s fun, but you might try to rein it in so you can redefine your limits. Don’t worry
if you have to play the role of a parental figure for a while. Once you have re-estab-
lished your routine, you’ll quickly return to your old ways and be the life of the par-
ty once again. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

A total stranger may enter your life with a get-rich-quick scheme or a magic love
potion, but if it sounds too good to be true, it most likely is. Whatever you do now,
don’t fall for blind optimism or naive idealism when it comes to money or love.
Ironically, big ideas might inspire others, but you’re more successful if you handle
your life in bite-sized increments today. Paint a detailed picture of your future in
your mind’s eye. Take small steps and walk before you run.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Your optimism is a wonderful asset as long as you know when to stop believing
your own hype. Unfortunately, you might be so dazzled by your own brilliance
today that you lose your ability to make sound decisions. However, taking yourself
out of the center of every plot widens your perspective and reveals a whole new
spectrum of possibilities. There are many different kinds of success beyond those
involving material wealth. Your life improves in surprising ways when you realize
you don’t have to turn everything you touch into gold. 

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You might see the advantages to being left to your own devices today, but you
also desire close companionship. Naturally, you can’t choose to wear your invisibili-
ty cloak if you also want to be noticed on the social scene. But others can be so
wrapped up in their personal dramas that you get dragged along for the ride. If
you make your intentions known right from the start, you won’t get washed away
by someone else’s emotional tide. Remember, you can help out those you love,
but the only one you can truly save is yourself. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You may be talking a good game now, but doubt and confusion could be lurking
behind your show of bravado. Even if you’re passionate about a specific goal, you
might not be able to turn your ideas into something practical. Making a concrete
plan work should be simple business but it’s not today because as soon as you get
close to your objective, it loses its sparkle. Although some people believe all roads
lead to Rome, the journey is still more important than your final destination.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You’re setting an admirable example at work these days, but following through
with your inspiration may be trickier than motivating others to join your cause. You
might be tempted to start a project but your thinking is a bit warped now, especial-
ly with respect to your long-term goals. Ultimately, it’s easier to encourage some-
one else today than it is to manifest your own visions. Nevertheless, don’t give up;
be ready to start plowing in the fields of dreams again at a moment’s notice.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

People just don’t seem to understand your motives today. You have an abundance
of great ideas and plenty of energy while the reflective Moon is camping out in
your inspirational sign. In fact, you may be climbing so high in the atmosphere now
that you must fly solo because no one can keep up with you. Stop trying to include
others on your adventure; you’ll soar to greater altitudes than ever before when
you accept that you’re on your own. The sky is the limit if you are brave enough to
go it alone.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

You might not put a lot of faith into your intuition as a general rule; you prefer mak-
ing decisions based on the hard cold facts. However, your psychic radar is picking
up on all kinds of warning signals today and it’s advantageous to listen. Obviously,
you can choose to shut down your imagination, ignore your hunches and pay the
price later. Or you can take a risk and remain open to the information you’re receiv-
ing now from beyond your five senses. Sometimes, the unconventional approach
is actually the most sensible one. 

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Utilizing your creativity in the workplace may be necessary for your personal fulfill-
ment today. You have the good fortune to be able to daydream in vivid colors and
wrap-around sound. But your penchant for fantasy only gets in the way of success
now unless you can turn your liability into a valuable asset by transforming your
regular routine into an exciting game. If you love your job, you’ll never work a day
in your life. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Normally your associates lean on you because even if you are an out-of-the-box
thinker, your conclusions are usually quite rational. However, you might waffle on
an investment today because you’re not thinking clearly, especially when it comes
to your finances. Don’t allow your mind to wander too far, but keep your thoughts
to yourself if you do drift off track. Illusory Neptune’s presence in your 2nd House of
Personal Resources clouds your logic so save the fiscal planning for another day.
Remember your priorities; don’t let money come between you and your friends.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 974

ACROSS
1. A fatal disease of cattle that affects the central
nervous system.
4. Web-footed diving seabirds of northern seas.
11. A flat-bottomed volcanic crater that was
formed by an explosion.
15. Informal abbreviation of `representative'.
16. Align anew or better.
17. A small island.
18. A river in north central Switzerland that runs
northeast into the Rhine.
19. A slab of stone or wood suitable for bearing an
inscription.
20. A city of central China.
21. Soviet ambassador to the United States and to
the United Nations (1909-1989).
23. A woolen cap of Scottish origin.
25. Soft white semisolid fat obtained by rendering
the fatty tissue of the hog v 1.
26. Informal terms for a mother.
27. A unit of information equal to one million
(1,048,576) bytes.
29. God of love and erotic desire.
31. A substance produced by the hypothalamus
that is capable of accelerating the secretion of a
given hormone by the anterior pituitary gland.
33. Tropical American trees with palmately com-
pound leaves and showy bell-shaped flowers.
35. The batting turn of a cricket player or team.
39. A sensation (as of a cold breeze or bright light)
that precedes the onset of certain disorders such
as a migraine attack or epileptic seizure.
41. Someone who drives a taxi for a living.
43. The outermost (and toughest) of the 3
meninges.
44. Sea milkwort.
46. The hair growing on the lower part of a man's
face.
49. A federation of North American industrial
unions that merged with the American Federation
of Labor in 1955.
50. Resinlike substance secreted by certain lac
insects.
51. A soft silver-white ductile metallic element (liq-
uid at normal temperatures).
53. A white soft metallic element that tarnishes
readily.
54. A city in western Germany near the Dutch and
Belgian borders.
56. Personal state of isolation and anxiety resulting
from a lack of social control and regulation.
58. The square of a body of any size of type.
59. Distance measured in miles.
60. An ancient Assyrian city on the River Tigris
across from the modern city of Mosul in the north-
ern part of what is now known a Iraq.
63. A potent estrogen used in medicine and in
feed for livestock and poultry.
65. A town and port in northwestern Israel in the
eastern Mediterranean.
69. A native or inhabitant of ancient Etruria.
73. Dyed with henna.
76. The cry made by sheep.
77. The levorotatory form of dopa (trade names
Bendopa and Brocadopa and Larodopa).
79. A master's degree in business.
80. (Roman mythology) Goddess of abundance
and fertility.
81. Filled with the emotional impact of over-
whelming surprise or shock.
82. A decree that prohibits something.
83. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate the
maiden or family name of a married woman.

84. Testacean rhizopods.
85. A loose sleeveless outer garment made from
aba cloth.

DOWN
1. (informal) Exceptionally good.
2. (used especially of vegetation) Having lost all
moisture.
3. (computer science) A read-only memory chip
that can be erased by ultraviolet light and pro-
grammed again with new data.
4. Showily imitative of art or artists.
5. An accidental hole that allows something (fluid
or light etc.) to enter or escape.
6. Alternatively, a member of the family
Nymphaeaceae.
7. Not in good physical or mental health.
8. Having relatively few calories.
9. A town in southern Turkey.
10. The branch of engineering science that studies
the uses of electricity and the equipment for pow-
er generation and distribution and the control of
machines and communication.
11. Lost temporarily.
12. The largest continent with 60% of the earth's
population.
13. (botany) Of or relating to the axil.
14. Tear or be torn violently.
22. A Portuguese province on the south coast of
China and two islands in the South China Sea.
24. An adult male person (as opposed to a
woman).
28. Gibberish resembling the sounds of a baby.
30. A hard brittle gray polyvalent metallic element
that resembles iron but is not magnetic.
32. A family of languages of the Fula people of
west Africa in the sub-Sahara regions from Senegal
to Chad.
34. Being nine more than ninety.
36. The back side of the neck.
37. Norwegian composer whose work was often
inspired by Norwegian folk music (1843-1907).
38. A river in eastern France.
40. A device that, on receiving radar signals, trans-
mits coded signals in response to help navigators
determine their position.
42. A signal transmitted along a narrow path.
45. Being four more than ninety.
47. Avatar of Vishnu.
48. A platform raised above the surrounding level
to give prominence to the person on it.
52. The vessel that contains the seeds of a plant
(not the seeds themselves).
55. Free from dirt or impurities.
57. A list of dishes available at a restaurant.
61. A form of whist in which players avoid winning
tricks containing hearts of the queen of spades.
62. (of words) Formed in imitation of a natural
sound.
64. (US) Informal terms for the nose.
66. A Bantu language spoken by the Kamba peo-
ple in Kenya.
67. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a
skewer usually with vegetables.
68. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan River.
70. A long thin piece of cloth or paper as used for
binding or fastening.
71. Tear down so as to make flat with the ground.
72. A thin strip (wood or metal).
74. A fencing sword similar to a foil but with a
heavier blade.
75. A quantity of no importance.
78. A nucleic acid consisting of large molecules
shaped like a double helix.
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